Finished quilt size: 42" x 51½"
**Fabric Requirements**

1/3 yard Fun-C8224 Chambray  
1/3 yard Fun-C8224 Linen  
1/3 yard Beach-C5430 Water  
2/3 yard Beach-C5354 Grass  
1/3 yard Fun-C8224 Latte  
2/3 yard Studio-C3096 Brown  
One panel (2/3 yard) Beach-C5351 Beach  
2/3 yard Fun-C8224 Bark (includes binding)  
3 yards Beach Haven backing fabric of your choice  
50” x 60” batting

**Cutting**

*From Fun-C8224 Chambray:*
- Cut one 7\(\frac{5}{8}\)” square.
- Cut one 6” x 7\(\frac{5}{8}\)” rectangle.

*From Fun-C8224 Linen:*
- Cut one 2\(\frac{1}{4}\)” x width-of-fabric (WOF) strip. Sub-cut ten 2\(\frac{1}{4}\)” squares.
- Cut four 1\(\frac{7}{8}\)” x WOF strips. Sub-cut twenty 1\(\frac{7}{8}\)” x 7\(\frac{5}{8}\)” strips.

*From Beach-C5430 Water:*
- Cut one 7\(\frac{5}{8}\)” square.  
  *Note:* The length of the square will be trimmed according to the placement of the ocean in the panel.

*From Beach-C5354 Grass:*
- Cut these grass fabric squares after you have made the pieced panel as they will be fussy-cut to match the design as much as possible: six 7\(\frac{5}{8}\)” squares.

*From Fun-C8224 Latte:*
- Cut one 2\(\frac{1}{4}\)” x WOF strip. Sub-cut ten 2\(\frac{1}{4}\)” squares.
- Cut four 1\(\frac{7}{8}\)” x WOF strips. Sub-cut twenty 1\(\frac{7}{8}\)” x 7\(\frac{5}{8}\)” strips.

*From Studio-C3096 Brown:*
- Cut fourteen 1\(\frac{1}{2}\)” x WOF strips. From nine strips, sub-cut twelve 1\(\frac{1}{2}\)” squares and thirty-one 1\(\frac{1}{2}\)” x 9” strips.
- Save the five remaining strips for the inner border.

*From Beach-C5351 Beach:*
- Center the portion of the panel you want to show through the panes and decide how much fabric to showcase at the top and the bottom. Starting at the top of the design, cut the panel into 7\(\frac{5}{8}\)” x 24” length-of-fabric strips. Number the panel strips to keep them in order (figure 1).
- Cut each panel into 7\(\frac{5}{8}\)” squares and number as shown (figure 2).

*From Fun-C8224 Bark:*
- Cut five 2” x WOF outer border strips.
- Cut five 2\(\frac{1}{4}\)” x WOF binding strips.
Block Construction

All seam allowances are 1/4" and pieces are sewn right sides together.

1. Pair ten 2 1/4" C8224 Linen squares and ten 2 1/4" C8224 Latte squares. Draw a diagonal line from corner to corner on the wrong side of the C8224 Linen squares. Layer the squares and sew 1/4" on each side of the drawn line (figure 3).

2. Cut the triangles apart on the drawn line, flip open and press the seam allowances toward the darker fabric. Make a total of twenty half-square triangle (HST) units (figure 4).

3. Sew a 1 7/8" x 7 5/8" C8224 Latte strip to the right side of Panel 1a square. Noting the orientation, sew a 1 7/8" x 7 5/8" C8224 Linen strip to an HST unit. Sew the pieced strip to the bottom of Panel 1a (figure 5). Continue in this manner until all the panel units are made into framed blocks. Label the blocks to keep them in order. Each of the twelve panel blocks should measure 9" square.

4. Following step 3, make the one 7 5/8" C8224 Chambray square into a framed block.

5. Lay out the panel blocks to form the picture. Fussy-cut the C5354 Grass fabric into 7 5/8" squares closely aligning with the panel print. Once you are satisfied with the placement of the fabrics, frame the six grass blocks following step 3.

6. Sew the 6" x 7 5/8" C8224 Chambray strip to the 7 5/8" C5430 Water square (figure 6). Place the unit next to the second row in the panel on the left side. Align the design area and trim the block to 7 5/8" square, noting that you can trim from the top or bottom, as needed. Frame the block following step 3.

Quilt Top Assembly

7. Referring to the Quilt Assembly Diagram for placement and orientation, lay out five rows of four blocks each. Number the rows for easier assembly. Stitch the first row together adding 1 1/2" x 9" C3096 Brown strips as shown to form sashing (figure 7). Continue stitching the remaining four rows in the same manner.

8. To make the horizontal sashing, alternately stitch together four 1 1/2" x 9" C3096 Brown strips and three 1 1/2" C3096 Brown squares (figure 8). Make a total of four rows of horizontal sashing.
9. Sew together the rows in order with sashing strips between matching adjacent block seams. Press seams in one direction.

10. Sew the five 1 1/2" x WOF C3096 Brown border strips together end to end using diagonal seams. Measure the width of the quilt top through the center and cut two strips that length from the pieced strip. Sew one strip to the top and the other strip to the bottom of the quilt top. Press seam allowances toward the border.

11. Measure the length of the quilt top through the center. Cut two strips that length from the pieced border strip. Sew one strip to each side of the quilt top. Press the seam allowances toward the border.

12. Following steps 10 and 11, sew the 2" x WOF C8224 Bark outer border strips together to make and attach the outer border.

13. Layer the quilt top, batting and backing and quilt as desired.

14. Stitch the binding strips together end to end using diagonal seams. Fold and press the resulting long strip in half lengthwise with wrong sides together. Stitch to the quilt front, matching raw edges and mitering the corners.

15. Fold the binding to the quilt underside and hand-stitch the folded edge to the quilt back.

Quilt Assembly Diagram

Imagination... Passion... Creativity